
THE SACRED PORTION  

CHILDREN’S OUTREACH 

A Child Caring Ministry 

“And you...shall rejoice in all the good which the Lord your god has given you and your household.  And you...shall say before the 

Lord your God.  I have removed the sacred portion from my house, and have given it to...the orphan according to all thy 

commandments which thou has commanded me...I have listened to the voice of the Lord my God.” 

Deuteronomy 26: 11, 12, & 14 

The Sacred Portion Children’s 

Outreach is a non-profit 

organization dedicated to 

providing for the needy 

children of the world who are 

without homes or families.  

We seek to provide better 

environments for children 

living in orphanages and to 

ultimately move them on to 

brighter futures through 

adoption.  The Sacred Portion 

Children’s Outreach relies on 

contributions from individuals, 

businesses and corporations 

in order to carry out its 

mission. 

 

If you would prefer to 

receive our newsletters 

through email, please 

notify us by sending a 

message to:  info@sacred 

portion.org.  Thank you. 

Our Mission Taking Risks for Children 

By Jan Druckenmiller 

Spring 2016 

 

Admitting a child with a 

special condition to the 

Rehoboth Children’s Home 

would normally involve  

careful assessment before 

a decision would be made 

to accept the child.  There 

are many things to take 

into consideration such as 

the level of care the child 

would require, the costs of 

medical treatment, the 

child’s prognosis and 

future adoptability.  The 

question has to be asked 

as to whether Rehoboth 

can adequately meet the 

needs of the child now 

and into the future.  We 

must also assess the 

impact that taking in a 

child with a special 

condition will have on 

Rehoboth’s finances, staffing, and other resources.  In other words, we 

need to do a risk assessment.  In Sabrina’s case, there was not time to 

make such an assessment.   Due to lack of anywhere else for her to go, 

she was being cared for in a correctional institution for boys in conflict 

with the law, a facility having only male caregivers.  An unthinkable 

place for a tiny baby!  When we learned of her circumstances, there 

was no responsible, morally right decision to be made other than to 

admit Sabrina.  We had to get her into a safe haven of care and deal 

with the ramifications of that decision later.   

 

 

           Continued on page 2 
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As an organization reliant on 

charitable giving, Rehoboth does 

not have the  extra caregiving 

staff to provide one-on-one 

individualized care for a child, the 

financial resources to fund the 

cost of expensive medical 

procedures, or a plan to 

accommodate a child into their 

older teen years should they not 

be adopted. Although these 

concerns are real and valid, God 

wants us to see the child, not the 

dollar signs and other obstacles 

associated with her care.  He 

doesn’t want the concerns and 

unknowns to keep us from 

rescuing those who need to be 

rescued.  He asks us to step out 

in faith to care for the 

“fatherless” and leave those 

concerns to Him.  We have seen 

His faithfulness with other special 

needs children that have come 

into the Rehoboth Children’s 

Home.  At one point in time we 

felt quite concerned because 

we had as many as five children 

for which the future loomed 

uncertain due to their special 

conditions.  One by one, God 

has miraculously brought families 

for all but one of those children 

and we are trusting in His 

provision for that child as well.    

 

In the short time since Sabrina’s 

admittance to Rehoboth, she has 

h a d  m u l t i p l e  m e d i c a l 

appointments and tests, a two 

week stay in the hospital due to 

pneumonia during which time we 

had to provide a staff person to 

attend to her 24/7, and 

upcoming preparations for her 

surgery.  Although there is a 

foundation that has committed 

to some of the costs of her 

s u r g e r y ,  R e h o b o t h  w i l l 

undoubtedly bear the burden of 

a significant portion of those 

expenses.  Beyond the medical 

issues, we don’t know what the 

prognosis will be for Sabrina, 

whether brain damage has 

already occurred from the 

hydrocephalus or whether, post-

surgery, we can expect normal 

development.  If brain damage 

has occurred, then that raises the 

q u e s t i o n  o f  h e r  f u t u r e 

adoptability.  Not having a plan 

for long term care of children with 

special needs, Rehoboth would 

then need to find another 

institution to which to transfer 

Sabrina. Depending on the 

institution, we could be back to 

having gone full circle with 

Sabrina being placed in a 

environment as dismal as the one 

from which she came.  We 

cannot know the answer to those 

questions and can only move 

forward with Sabrina’s care one 

day at time, trusting for God’s 

provision in whatever form it is 

needed. 

 

Please join us in praying for 

Sabrina: 

 

 That the surgery will be 

successful 

 That there will be no effects of 

brain damage 

 That she will eventually be 

cleared for adoption and be 

matched with a family 

 

  

    



The wait time for completing an 

international adoption with some 

c o u n t r i e s  h a s  b e c o m e 

interminably long causing more 

families to consider adopting 

children with mild to moderate 

special needs.   Many adoption 

agencies have lists of waiting 

children allowing families to “pre-

identify” a child they would 

consider adopting, to receive in-

depth information on that child, 

and assess whether they have the 

capability and resources needed 

to care for that child.   

 

The Sacred Portion Children’s 

Outreach has been working with 

a number of families that have 

chosen to adopt special needs 

children.  Those adoptions have 

g o n e  r e l a t i v e l y  q u i c k l y 

comparatively and the families 

seem to have adjusted well to 

having a child with a special 

condition in their home and all 

that requires. The special 

conditions of those children 

include  Thalassemia, a genetic 

blood disorder in which the body 

makes an abnormal form of 

hemoglob in ,  Osteogenes i s 

Imperfecta, also known as “brittle 

bone” disease, Cystic Fibrosis, a 

genetic disorder that affects the 

lungs and other organs ,  

Ichthyosis, a skin disorder, 

Frontoethmoidal Encephalocele, 

a neural tube defect whereby a 

mass forms through an opening in 

the skull, distorting the nose and 

surrounding tissue, cleft lip and 

palate, hearing loss, speech 

impairment, developmental 

delays, burns and scars, cerebral 

palsy and epilepsy. 

 

Several of the families have or are 

in the process of adopting a 

second time around and have, 
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again, chosen to adopt a child 

with a special condition.  Two 

of those families chose to 

adopt a child with the same 

special condition as the first 

child they adopted or as their 

biological child.  In preparing 

for their first adoption, the 

families educated themselves 

on their child’s medical 

condition and researched the 

resources available in their 

community and beyond.  Post 

adoption they have 

experienced living with their 

child’s condition and what that 

means in terms of medical visits, 

procedures and maintenance.  

Thus, they feel confident in 

moving forward with the 

adoption of another child with 

the same condition.  In our 

Summer 2014 newsletter we 

featured a story on the 

Hartman family who adopted 

Addison from China who has 

Osteogenesis Imperfecta, the 

same condition as the 

Hartman’s son, Emmet.  In that 

article, Kimberly Hartman 

wrote, “They (Emmet and 

Addison) are bonded in a 

condition that limits their 

mobility and slows them down.  

They are bonded in knowing 

that for them, carefree play 

and fun often result in pain and 

an ER visit.  They are bonded in 

knowing that the condition 

doesn’t define them.  They are 

bonded in x-rays and bone 

density scans and the constant 

refrain of people saying, 

“Careful…”.  They encourage 

one another to go down the scary 

slide and to be brave when they 

are getting “poked” at the 

doctor’s.  They move at the same 

pace.  They play at the same 

pace.  They bicker and tease and 

annoy each other.”   

In the case of the Finlayson family 

of Kalispell, MT , they adopted Lily, 

now age 4, from China in January 

2015.  Lily has Thalassemia.  Clint 

and Alissa returned to China in 

March 2016 to get Adelaide, age 

2, who also has Thalassemia.   The 

McKoy family of Kalispell, MT also 

has experience raising a child with 

Thalassemia as they adopted 

Lucy from China at the age of 2.   

They will be heading back to 

China within a few months to get 

Andrea, age 18 months, another 

little child with Thalassemia. The  

perspective  of these families 

seems to be, “If you have to go to 

the hospital every three weeks for 

a blood transfusion for one child, 

then why not two?”   

 



 

 

The Kneeland family of 

Bozeman, MT had been in 

the process of adopting 

from Haiti for two years when 

they decided to switch to 

China.  In viewing a listing of 

waiting children they were 

drawn to a 13 year old girl, 

Chen Xia Quin, who had 

suffered burns in a house fire 

at the age of 5.  Sadly, her 

parents died in that fire.  

Chen has significant scarring 

over her entire body.  The Kneelands were in China at the 

time of the writing of this newsletter completing their 

adoption of Chen.  They shared that when they were getting her passport application the tv stations and 

newspaper were all over it, partly because it was the first international adoption from the orphanage in Ruian 

City and also because of the details of Chen’s situation.   

 

Jomar, age 10, was admitted to the Rehoboth Children’s Home 

when he was four years old.  At the time of his admittance he 

had a large mass on his face called Frontoethmoidal 

Encephalocele which was later surgically removed.  Jomar is 

soon to be adopted by the Reddig family of Minot, North Dakota 

who met Jomar during the Summer of Hope program in Gillette, 

Wyoming in 2014. 

 

What can we say 

about these families 

other than that they 

are amazing!  We 

know that the families 

would claim the blessing has been theirs of adding these special 

children to their lives.  In fact, Brian McKoy has chosen the new 

name “Halle” for Andrea, their soon-to-be daughter, as it means 

“unexpected gift.”  Yet, we are so thankful that there are people 

in this world who are willing to move out of their comfort zone, to 

take risks and to stretch themselves for the sake of giving a child a 

family.  For the child, it can sometimes be a matter of life or death.  

For example, children diagnosed with Thalassemia in China 

typically don’t’ live beyond their teen years as the treatments are 

not available there like they are in western countries.   

 

Although we can rejoice over the many children who have found families to love and care for them, 

adopting a child with a special condition is a risk that can sometimes result in heartbreak.  This was the case of 

one Montana family that was matched with an 18 month old little girl from China with a congenital heart 

defect.  The family was just a few weeks away of traveling to China to get their child when they received 

word that she had passed away.  The family had to grieve the loss of their daughter just as any parent would 

grieve the loss of their child.  Although it’s been a hard road, the family is moving forward with the adoption of 

another child, a two year old boy who, aside from missing a portion of his right hand, is healthy.   

Special Children 
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Jomar, then and now. 

Jomar with the Reddig family during 

Summer of Hope 2014. 

The Kneeland family in China  

adopting Chen. 



Giving Children Hope and Life 

Adelaide, age 2, came home from China on March 8, 2016.  She is the 4th child of Clint and Alissa Finlayson of 

Kalispell, MT.  She joins siblings, Liam, age 5, Lily, age 4, and Ruby, age 2.  Lilly is also adopted from China and 

both Lily and Adelaide have Thalassemia.  Adelaide is pictured above with her siblings having her first blood 

transfusion.  

The McKoy family of Kalispell, MT adopted Lucy, now age 3, from China in May 2015.  Lucy has Thalassemia,  

a blood disorder.  The McKoy family is adopting a second time, another little girl from China with Thalassemia.  

The picture above right shows Andrea, age 18 months, being introduced to photos of her new adoptive family, 

the McKoys. 
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The Creamer family of Bigfork, MT 

has four adopted children.  Quin, 

age 4, was adopted from China in 

April, 2015.  He has Ichthyosis 

which is dry, thickened, scaly skin 

that requires special care. 

The Blessing of Taking a Risk 

The Petway family of Emerald 

Isle, NC adopted Joseph, age 8, 

f rom the Ph i l ipp ines  in 

September 2015.  Joseph has a 

repaired cleft lip and palate with 

resultant speech delays. 

The Baril family of Billings, MT adopted Joseph, 

age 2, from the Philippines in November 2015.  

Joseph has a profound hearing loss in one ear 

with delays secondary to that. 

Lynn Marie Portanova of Kalispell, 

MT has two adopted daughters 

from China.  Lynn Marie adopted 

Abigail, now age 4, in July 2013.  

Abigail has Spina Bifida.  Lilliana, 

age 3, was placed with Lynn 

Marie in October 2014.  Lilliana   

has possible Cystic Fibrosis.   
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The Sayre family of Bozeman, MT 

adopted Chet, now age 3, from 

China in August 2013. At the time 

of his adoption, Chet had a cleft 

lip and palate which has since 

been surgically repaired. 

The Emmons family of Volborg, MT 

adopted a sibling group of three 

girls from Poland in October 2015.  

Caty and Kensi are 8 year old 

twins and Karlee is 5 years old.  

Catherine has cerebral palsy and 

epilepsy. 

The Huber family of 

Kalispell, MT adopted 

Teegan, age 2, from 

China in March 2015.   

Teegan’s cleft lip was 

repaired in China 

and her cleft palate 

in Spokane after 

arriving home. 



Connect simulcasts that have 

been held all over the U.S.  Feeling 

that orphanage staff caring for 

“children from hard places” are as 

much in need of this training as 

adoptive parents, a  group of 

directors of US based adoption 

agencies banded together to 

cover the cost of bringing the April 

2016 ETC simulcast to the 

Philippines at 

several locations.  The Sacred Portion Children’s 

Outreach was one of those agencies.  The feedback 

we received was that the 80 orphanage staff, social 

workers and other professionals who attended the 

simulcast really enjoyed it and are asking for more! 

 

Sadly, Dr. Karyn Purvis passed away on April 12, 2016 

from cancer.  She has left a wonderful legacy through 

her research and work that will be of great benefit to 

adoptive and foster families for years to come.   

Adoption can be challenging and it 

is critically important that families 

have the resources they need to 

help their adoptions succeed.  In 

the past we found it difficult to know 

how to direct adoptive families who 

were experiencing challenges in 

parenting their adopted children.  

The number of books, attachment 

experts, and various approaches 

felt overwhelming and even, to 

some extent, conflicting and 

confusing. As time has gone on, we 

have settled on the approach of Dr. 

Karyn Purvis,   co-author of the 

book, The Connected Child. Dr. 

Purvis, a passionate advocate for 

“children from hard places” (a term 

she coined), has done fascinating 

and encouraging research, 

particularly in the field of 

neuroscience, that reveals how 

secure attachments can help 

counter the effects of early trauma.  

Her videos on Trust Based Relational 

Interventions (TBRI) provide hands-

on strategies and visual examples 

for helping adoptive parents to 

connect with their children while 

correcting behaviors.  We believe 

that the Trust-Based Relational 

Intervention strategies of Karyn 

Purvis offered more tangible help 

than any other therapeutic 

intervention program we have 

encountered. The information on 

TBRI has been put into the hands of 

thousands of foster and adoptive 

families through the Empowered to 
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Bonnie’s Heart Baby Home, built in memory of adoptive 

mother, Bonnie Burgard of Bozeman, MT, has been a 

project in the works since 2012.  Funds for the Baby Home 

were raised through a capital campaign directed by 

Bonnie’s parents, Dick and Muriel Hill, and her sister, Betty 

Hill.  Even though we experienced financial shortfalls and 

had to phase the construction of the Baby Home to keep 

pace with the funds available, the Hills persevered in 

continuing to gather the funding needed to complete the 

project.  Bonnie’s Heart Baby Home is now finally 

completed and fully operational after Craig and Jan 

Druckenmiller’s visit there in February/March to put the 

finishing touches on the second wing.  Here’s their report: 

 

I left for the Philippines on February 21 for the purpose of getting 

the second wing of Bonnie’s Heart Baby Home up and running.  

Craig followed a little later on March 1.  I finished sewing curtains 

for the rooms during my first week at Rehoboth.  When Craig 

showed up he got 

right to work as I had 

a long “to do” list of 

everyt h ing that 

needed to be 

accomplished in the 

short time frame that 

we had.  We tackled 

hanging wallpaper 

and had to do a little 

repair of the wallpaper border we had previously hung in the first 

wing of the Baby Home where little fingers had been busy.  I 

outsmarted the kids, however, by finding a company in Manila 

that sells plexiglass and had pieces cut to cover the wallpaper 

border in any areas reachable by the children.  So, the wallpaper is now child proofed! 

 

Craig brought some pieces of acrylic mirror with him as we hadn’t 

been able to find this in the Philippines.  He installed the mirror in 

the baby play area as part of their “developmental 

environment.”  This is where my background in early childhood 

education has served me well as I know how to design stimulating 

environments for young children and love doing it!  We have 

been using the carpentry skills of an elderly man in the 

neighboring town of Tanay to build child size tables and chairs, 

shelving and other play equipment for the Baby Home.  I simply 

give him a picture from an early childhood school supply catalog 

with the dimensions 

and he is able to build 

whatever I want at a 

fraction of the cost!  

And he is pleased to have the work.  So, I solicited his services 

again for some additional equipment for the older toddler play 

room while I was there and am looking forward to seeing how it 

turns out.  The opening of the second wing of the Baby Home has 

allowed us to divide the children into the two sides of the home.  

The tiny babies and younger toddlers are in one wing and the 

older toddlers in the other wing and we have designed the space 

accordingly.  Once the final finishes and cleaning were done, we 

moved the cribs and other baby things into the second wing and 

Finished! 
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it is officially up and running!  The Baby Home currently has 14 

children and those numbers will be inching their way up to full 

capacity of 24 children.   

 

We have been so pleased to see that the layout and design of the 

Baby Home seems to be serving the children and caregivers well.  

We are especially tickled that the tables with the infant seats that 

we had built by the carpenter in Tanay are being utilized so much.  

During morning activity 

time the older toddlers 

are gathered around the 

smal l  tables using 

playdough and other 

sensory materials while the younger toddlers sit in the little yellow 

chairs in the infant table playing with toys.  It’s all very lovely!  Each 

of us wants to feel that our time on earth was worth something and 

that we have left our mark in some positive way.  Craig and I 

discussed how the Baby Home at Rehoboth feels like the pinnacle of 

things we have accomplished in our lifetime and certainly give 

credit to the Lord for how He guided and provided the resources for 

this beautiful facility that is now completed. 

 

 

Raising the Roofs 
 

Now that the Baby Home is finished, we need to 

turn our attention to the original facility that is 

showing some wear and tear after 15 years.  The 

roofs on the three buildings that house the older 

children and the preschool and elementary 

classrooms need renovating as the sheeting is 

rusted through in places and the timbers that 

support the roof were not adequately 

constructed.  As the older children have left for 

adoption, we have been letting the numbers 

drop by not taking in any new children so that 

we could eventually fit all of the older children 

into one house to do the needed renovations and then switch the children over to the other house and do 

the same.  So, there is a sense of urgency in getting this project done as there are many children needing a 

safe haven and we want to be able to fully serve the need.   

 

Replacing the roofs and doing other renovations inside 

of these buildings of course requires raising money.  We 

have estimated the total cost of replacing the three 

roofs to be $30,000.  We have some funds that given by 

a donor in Switzerland and another grant promised by 

an organization in the UK towards this amount.  

 

If you would like to give to the Roof Renovation 

Project, go to www.sacredportion.org to the Donate 

page and scroll down until you see the button that says, 

“Children’s Home Roof Renovation.”  Thank you 

so much for helping us to put a new roof over the heads 

of the children at the Rehoboth Children’s Home! 



When we visited the Rehoboth Children’s Home in February/

March we were astounded to see the gardens so prolific.  

Corn was being grown for the first time and the children were 

having the fun of harvesting the ears which were then roasted 

on a grill and enjoyed by everyone for merienda (snack).  

There were long rows of ripening tomatoes and chili peppers 

drying on screens as well as cabbages, ???  

 

Rehoboth received a grant 

f rom the Phi l ippine 

Department of Agriculture 

in 2015 which provided 

seeds, some chickens and 

ducks, and a chopper to 

grind up dried up garden 

plants, coconut shells, etc.  

for mulch.  An individual 

donor also funded the 

salary of a third farm 

worker which has made a tremendous difference in productivity with the 

extra man power and the careful planning and harvesting of crops.   When 

we were there, a large cage to hold broiler chickens had just been 

constructed.  It was very encouraging at the Rehoboth Sampaloc Ministries 

annual board meeting held on March 5 to hear a report on the sustainable 

agriculture project.  Rehoboth is now growing 70% of its own vegetables, 

20% of its own fruit and 100% of its own meat (chicken and pork)!    

 

Excess produce and meat are being sold first to the staff at 

Rehoboth and then to the community.  We observed 

occasional people at the gate waiting to buy whatever the 

abundance happened to be that day.  One of the farm workers 

recently attended a seminar on agriculture marketing which will 

hopefully yield some ideas on ways to effectively sell the crops 

that are being 

grown as a 

additional means 

of support for the 

Children’s Home.  

We can envision a 

market  stand 

l o c a t e d  j u s t 

outside the gate along the street which would be a wonderful 

opportunity for the children at Rehoboth to be involved in 

learning some skills such as customer relationships and handling 

money.  Rehoboth is fortunate to have machinery such as a 

rototiller and a chopper which can potentially be  hired out to 

other people in the community as yet another way to bring 

income into the Children’s Home.  It has been wonderful to see the continued growth that has taken place at 

Rehoboth in so many areas and we are greatly encouraged that the Filipino staff have taken such ownership 

and pride in what is being accomplished.   

How Does Your  
Garden Grow? 
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Giving Hope to Orphans Auction  
a Success! 

 
Our 2nd annual Giving Hope to Orphans Art Auction was held on November 6, 2015.  
It was a lovely evening in the setting of the Springhill Presbyterian Church where we 
celebrated children through their art.  Fe Phillips, the administrator of the Rehoboth 
Children’s Home shared some heartfelt words and everyone enjoyed the fabulous 
hors d’oeuvres prepared by the Food Studio.  A total of $18,000 was raised through 
the live and silent auction.   Thank you to everyone who attended, volunteered and 
donated art for this event. 



A New Focus 
 

For the past 17 years, The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach has been all about providing better 

environments for children residing in orphanages and helping those children find a future and a 

hope through adoption.  We have faced a constant conundrum in carrying out that mission as it 

seems that we would be doing much less of caring 

for orphans if there was more being done to keep 

families in tact.  Poverty resulting from lack of 

education and employment seems to be the 

biggest factor that plays into children being 

displaced from their birth families into institutions.  

Although there will always be orphans that need 

to be cared for and that need new families, The 

Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach is looking to 

do more on the preventative end.  We anticipate 

that this focus will take many different forms as 

time goes on.  But, to begin with, we are 

establishing a partnership with a Christian 

organization called Rudi International.  Rudi’s aim 

is to improve people’s lives in conflict-affected regions of Africa.  The organization is based in 

Goma, the eastern side of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) which has been the most 

war-torn region of the country for decades now.  Through their education program, Rudi is working 

with children who had lost any hope for a bright 

future because of the conditions they are obliged 

to live in.   The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach 

would like to help Rudi with its school projects, 

specifically on the island of Idjwi which is in the 

middle of Lake Kivu between DRC and Rwanda.  

Our involvement would include raising funds for the 

renovation of the 

school on Idjwi.  

The building is 

constructed out of 

clay bricks that are 

not fired and 

c o n s e q u e n t l y 

“melt” in rainy weather leaving gaping holes in the walls.   In 

addition to the renovation work, we are hoping to involve local 

schools in communities in the U.S. in implementing fundraising 

projects whereby kids can raise money to purchase books and 

supplies for the school on Idjwi, thus developing a connection with 

school children in another part of the world.  The photos on these 

page show the current effort to give the children on Idjwi an 

education but doing so with practically no resources and very 

primitive facilities. 

 

We are just at the beginning stages of defining our relationship 

with Rudi International but are excited for this opportunity to put 

some of our efforts towards prevention and empowering children and families to be strong and 

healthy. 
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Sending Children to School 
 

In addition to helping renovate the school, we 

would also like to assist Rudi International with 

its sponsorship program whereby children who 

could not otherwise afford to attend school 

are given the financial means to do so.  

Parents in the rural areas in particular find it 

very difficult to pay to keep their children in 

school.  Rudi began its school sponsorship 

program with the 2012-2013 school year and 

sent 16 children to school.  They doubled the 

number of children in the 2013-2014 school 

year and a total of 70 children were sponsored 

during the 2014-2015 school year.  Apart from 

paying their school fees, the children benefit 

from a series of after school activities that broaden their perspective on life beyond the classroom.  

The cost of sending a child to school for one year with tuition, school supplies and uniform paid is 

approximately $150 US.   

 

Our readers might be wondering, “What is the connection between sending children to school 

and preventing children from ending up in orphanages.”  The answer to that question is really a 

generational one.   Without having received an education or skill training, children grow up and 

eventually have children of their own without the means to support them.   The cycle of poverty 

then continues and children are often abandoned to orphanages out of desperation of the 

parents to see their children fed and clothed.  Providing children with an education can help to 

break that cycle.  Children who receive an education and skill training can grow up to become 

employable members of their community able to earn a living and support their own families.    

 

Here are some interesting stats: 

 A single year of primary school 

 increases wages earned later by five to 

 15 percent for boys and even more for 

 girls. 

 For each additional year of secondary 

 school, an individual’s wages increase 

 by 15 to 25 percent. 

 No country has ever achieved 

 continuous and rapid economic 

 growth  without first having at least 40 

 percent of its adults able to read and 

 write.   

 

Education creates sustainable change for 

children and ultimately for communities - for entire countries.   It is perhaps the most effective 

strategy to tackle poverty and is integrally linked to human, community and national 

development.   

 

When Children Learn, They Later Earn! 
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Welcome Home Erika! 

We applaud the many families who have opened their hearts and 

homes to children with special needs.  But we also applaud those 

families who have chosen to adopt an older child.  The Sacred Portion 

Children’s Outreach has had a strong focus on older child adoption for 

the past fifteen years through our Summer of Hope hosting program for 

older orphans.  A total of 145 children have been adopted as a result 

of being introduced to a family during their hosting experience that 

committed to their adoption.  In our last newsletter we highlighted 

Erika, a 15 year old girl at the Rehoboth Children’s Home, who found an 

adoptive family through her time of hosting in Gillette, Wyoming in 

February/March of 2015.  We are so pleased to announce that Erika’s 

family traveled to the Philippines on March 20, 2016 to get Erika.  They 

arrived back home on March 31.  We are so happy for Erika and pray 

for an easy adjustment to life with her new family, a new culture, and a 

new school situation.   

The Reed family from Gillette, 
Wyoming with Erika. 

Adoption Finalizations! 

The Reed family outside of the 
Intercountry Adoption Board office 
in the Philippines paying their 
courtesy visit and getting Ericka’s 
travel documents. 

The Gibson family of Gillette, Wyoming finalized their adoption of Justin 

on December 21, 2015.   They hosted Justin through the Summer of 

Hope program in July 2013 and brought him home for good on 

November 22, 2014.  Other families that did either an adoption 

finalization or re-adoption in 2015 include the Powner family, Tewson  

family, Evanson family, and Reece family all of Bozeman, MT, and the 

Finlayson family of Kalispell, MT.  Congratulations to all of these families! 
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Welcome Home Joseph, Joshua, John Russel  
and Danica! 

Although Joshua did 

not come for hosting, 

Luis and Stacy 

Vargas learned of 

him during the 

Summer of Hope 2014 

p r o g r a m  a n d 

b e c a m e  v e r y 

interested in adopting 

him.  After a year  

long process of 

paperwork thei r 

application to adopt 

Joshua, now age 11, 

was approved by the 

Intercountry Adoption 

Board in October 

2015.  Stacy and Luis 

traveled to the 

Philippines on March 

30 and returned 

home with Joshua, 

age 11, on April 7.   

Joshua joins four 

sisters, Bailee, Anais, 

Isabel and Aydin!   

The Rankin family met and spent time 

with John Russel (JR), age 11, during the 

time that he was hosted in Gillette, 

Wyoming in the summer of 2014.  They 

were approved by the Intercountry 

Adoption Board of the Philippines in 

November 2015 to adopt JR.  Scott and 

Julie Rankin traveled to the Philippines on 

April 8 and returned home with JR on 

April 15.  JR also joins four sisters, Alisa, 

Chloe, Rylie and Lacie!  

The Porter family hosted Danica, 

now 16 years old,  during February/

March of 2015.  She had traveled to 

Gillette, Wyoming along with Erika 

(see previous page).   The 

Intercountry Adoption Board of the 

Philippines approved the Porter’s 

application to adopt Danica in 

November 2015.  They traveled to 

get her on April 8 and returned 

home to the U.S. on April 15.  This 

adoption was very quick, taking 

barely over a year from start to 

finish!  Danica joins five siblings, of 

whom she will be the second oldest.   

Joseph, age 9, was hosted by a family in Gillette, Wyoming 

during the summer of 2014 who was advocating for Joseph 

but not intending to adopt.   The Petway family learned of 

Joseph during his stay and committed to his adoption.  Their 

application was approved by the Intercountry Adoption 

Board in April 2015 and they returned home from the 

Philippines with Joseph on September 19.  He joins siblings, 

Amani, Triniti, Emmanuel and Destiny. 
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